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Benton County Snowmobile Club 

Greetings and salutations fellow snowmobiling enthusiasts!


Welcome to ‘winter’!  Trails are open now.  We’ve done a lot since the start of the season.  Committees have 
committeed,  volunteers have volunteered,  and donators have donated.  We have the Landowner’s dinner 
under our belt (figuratively and literally).  Groomers are up and running.  A special shout out to all of the 
groomer operators:  You make the trails rideable.  You groom all hours of the day and night (mostly night),  
keep the groomers filled with fuel,  and fix things that are broken long before we even know about it.  Our 
hats…….no,  our HELMETS off to you people!   A few of our club members had the honor of dedicating the 
Molitor signs to the Molitor family.  Barney Molitor really gave the snow club the traction to get going in the 
early years.  Giving space to park the groomer,  and to be worked on,  and helping out the club whenever he 
could.  The club probably wouldn’t exist without all of the help from the Molitors.  It’s hard to believe where 
the club has went in such a few short years.  Buying land,  building a giant pole shed on there with HEAT,  
lights,  running water and septic system.  The equipment can really be stripped down,  cleaned,  fixed,  
rebuilt,  and put back together again in relative comfort.  Volunteers really make                       a difference in 
our world.  Can you imagine if everyone volunteered their time to some degree?                                                                   
Sure,  we’re all super busy,  but that will always be the case.  If you finish some-                                                                  
thing,  the next thing will make itself known in short order.   Putting down the                                                      smart- 
phone for 20 minutes per day,  opens up over two hours of free time per week.                                                           We  
can surly make some free time with a little bit of planning,  so plan away!! 
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Al’s Corner: 

    Welcome to Al’s Corner,  where Al (me) gets to impart years of gleaned wisdom.  I grew up dirt 
poor and lived in a trailer-hood.  My parents were so poor (how poor were they?)  They were so 
poor that I received two gifts my entire life.  One was an Atari 2600 game system.  I wasn’t very 
excited about it as i thought it was a joke.  My parents didn't spend money…..And another was a 
1973 Spyder bike,  which was stolen about 2 months later.  On a positive note,  the thieves 
brought back the frame and gave it to my dad.  It was many years before I was able to buy 
another  bicycle.  The point of all of this folks,  is not to garner any kind of sympathy or accrue 
disdain,  but when you’re poor,  you really learn how to get by without money.  If you practice 
some of those things,  even though you now have some money,  it’s banking cash that you 
wouldn’t have normally had.  That cash is your sledding money!  Gas,  fuel,  traction devices,  
wear bars,  and good ol’ repairs.  (Not to mention outright buying a new sled).   

So,  this little trick is simple yet effective.  ONE.  Turn off the lights when you’re not in a room.  I 
drive by so many houses and every light in the place is on.  That’s great if you’re doing a home 
showing or something,  but for regular living,  it wastes a LOT of money.  If you’re in a room and 
need light,  have the light on.  If you’re out of the room,  turn off the lights.  You have the basement 
lights on…..but you’re doing laundry….my guess is you have an automatic washer and dryer.  They 
don’t need to be babysat,  and they aren’t afraid of the dark.  They will wash and dry the clothes 
just as well in the dark as with all of the basement lights on.   If you’re not down there,  turn off 
those lights!   Also,  please consider replacing your incandescent lightbulbs (when they burn 
out) with L.E.D.s.  Short for ‘light emitting diode’,  they use considerably less energy than a 
traditional light bulb,  and last upwards of 30-60 thousand hours.  Yes,  they are more expensive,  
but they pay for themselves pretty quickly,  because they save electricity.  I’d stay clear of the 
fluorescents.  Why?  Because although they do save you money,  they contain mercury which is 
a poisonous metal.  CFLs (compact fluorescent lamp) have to be recycled.  How many people out 
there save  their old light bulbs when they burn out,  and bring them in to get recycled?  They 
most likely end up in a dump somewhere.  When they are ultimately crushed with the weight of 
dirt,  some bulldozer,  or by more garbage,  that mercury in the CFL will leach out,  and end up in 
our drinking water.   I just have that feeling that if humanity is around in another 50 years,  we’ll 
look back at our time and say “what were they thinking?”  LEDs folks,  and turn off those lights 
when not in use;  you just saved enough money for a couple of sled payments! 

Thanks for reading folks! 
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